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**Api Java Documentation In The**

TensorFlow has APIs available in several languages both for constructing and executing a TensorFlow graph. The Python API is at present the most complete and the easiest to use, but other language APIs may be easier to integrate into projects and may offer some performance advantages in graph ...

**API Documentation | TensorFlow Core 1.13 | TensorFlow**

The Java 3D API enables the creation of three-dimensional graphics applications and Internet-based 3D applets. It provides high-level constructs for creating and manipulation 3D geometry and building the structures used in rendering that geometry. With this software, you can efficiently define and ...

**Java SE Desktop Technologies - Java 3D API - oracle.com**

A wealth of information is available to help you learn and use Java platform technology. Visit the Java Platform Standard Edition Technical Documentation site for information on new features and enhancements, Java Tutorials, Developer Guides, API documentation, and much more ...

**Java SE - Documentation | Oracle Technology Network | Oracle**

Oracle has two products that implement Java Platform Standard Edition (Java SE) 8: Java SE Development Kit (JDK) 8 and Java SE Runtime Environment (JRE) 8.

**Java Platform Standard Edition 8 Documentation**

Documentation, code and integration guides for the currencylayer JSON API - reliable and accurate JSON exchange rates for 168 world currencies and metals.

**Documentation | currencylayer API**

Uses of Reflection. Reflection is commonly used by programs which require the ability to examine or modify the runtime behavior of applications running in the Java virtual machine.

**Trail: The Reflection API (The Java™ Tutorials) - Oracle**

The API binding for Java can be used to access TestRail's API from Java and Java-based languages. It provides the basic functionality to authenticate API requests, provides seamless JSON and UTF-8 encoding/decoding and has generic support for read and write requests. Please see below for several examples on how to use the API binding. The source code for the binding can be found on GitHub:
API Binding: Java [TestRail Documentation]
The Java Persistence API (JPA) is a Java application programming interface specification that describes the management of relational data in applications using Java Platform, Standard Edition and Java Platform, Enterprise Edition. Persistence in this context covers three areas: the API itself, defined in the javax.persistence package; the Java Persistence Query Language (JPQL)

Java Persistence API - Wikipedia
Overview The JotForm API makes it possible to connect to your form data without using the JotForm web site. The JotForm API is written for JotForm users and 3rd party developers who would like to serve JotForm users.

JotForm API
The Apache POI Project's mission is to create and maintain Java APIs for manipulating various file formats based upon the Office Open XML standards (OOXML) and Microsoft's OLE 2 Compound Document format (OLE2).

Apache POI - the Java API for Microsoft Documents
In computer programming, an application programming interface (API) is a set of subroutine definitions, communication protocols, and tools for building software. In general terms, it is a set of clearly defined methods of communication among various components. A good API makes it easier to develop a computer program by providing all the building blocks, which are then put together by the ...

Application programming interface - Wikipedia
Complete reference documentation for the Stripe API. Includes representative code snippets and examples for our Python, Java, PHP, Node.js, Go, Ruby, and .NET client libraries.

Stripe API Reference
The Directions API is a service that calculates directions between locations. You can search for directions for several modes of transportation, including transit, driving, walking, or cycling.

Get Started | Directions API | Google Developers
This Web site provides various Java documentation converted to Windows Help format. WinHelp and HtmlHelp systems provides a structured table of contents, a complete index, and a full-text search feature.

Java Documentation in Windows Help format (WinHelp and ... 
Geocoding is the process of converting addresses (like a street
address) into geographic coordinates (like latitude and longitude), which you can use to place markers on a map, or position the map. Reverse geocoding is the process of converting geographic coordinates into a human-readable address. You can also use the Geocoding API to find the address for a given place ID.

Get Started | Geocoding API | Google Developers
On-Line Documentation GLG Toolkit GLG Toolkit Datasheet (PDF)
Tutorials and Quick Reference Guides. GLG Builder and Animation Tutorial PDF HTML; GLG Graphics Builder Quick Reference Guide PDF; GLG Tookit Documentation

On-Line Documentation - genlogic.com
The merchant API Login ID is provided in the Merchant Interface and must be stored securely. The API Login ID and Transaction Key together provide the merchant authentication required for access to the payment gateway.

Authorize.Net API Documentation
JQuranTree is a set of Java APIs for accessing and analyzing the Holy Quran, in its authentic Arabic form. The Java library is released as an open source project, in order to encourage computational analysis of the Quran. We invite others to contribute to this project, with the long term aim of providing a publicly available set of computational tools for linguistic analysis of the Quran in ...

Java API – Quran Java API
Uptime Robot has a very easy-to-use API. Responses are provided as XML, JSON or JSON-P. It lets you get the details of your monitors, logs, create/edit/delete monitors, alert contacts and maintenance windows.

API | Uptime Robot
This is the official website for SAX. It replaces David Megginson's original SAX page. SAX is the Simple API for XML, originally a Java-only API. SAX was the first widely adopted API for XML in Java, and is a “de facto” standard.